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THE MATAHUI WAY
Matahui school is an independent school nestled in a rural setting
close to Katikati, in the Western Bay of Plenty district. The picturesque
setting provides a stimulating environment where learning is fun
and engaging. Catering for years 1-8, we offer opportunities where
students are encouraged to use a broad variety of learning styles
by embracing each child’s unique qualities and strengths.
Matahui is committed to providing the best possible education by
ensuring class sizes are kept small. Small classes allow students
to have individualised learning, which means more time with their
teacher on a daily basis. This formula for teaching delivers sound
academic results and develops confident young people who are
ready to embrace their future journey.

MISSION IN ACTION
To foster in all students high
self-esteem, creativity and a
love of learning
4

MATAHUI PHILOSOPHY
Life at Matahui School is grounded in the Progressivist philosophy of education.
This means that we encourage children to experience childhood as a time of life for fun,
laughter, and exploration, while building relationships, expressing creativity and being
willing to make mistakes.
Our teaching philosophy is based on a

When you visit our classrooms,

well researched technical framework.

you will see the following teaching

The basic principles include

practices in action

–– Democratic learning: Our children are

–– Hands on Learning: Children are

active engineers of their own education
–– Focusing on the whole child: We
prepare students for adulthood in
every aspect of life
–– Child centred: We value children’s
voices and self expression
–– Community: We nurture children’s

encouraged to ‘learn by doing’ both
inside and outside the classroom
–– Working Collaboratively: Children
team together to discover answers,
which also builds healthy interpersonal
skills
–– Active Experimentation: Children

connection with their social and

are expected to take healthy risks and

cultural networks

be willing to make mistakes as they

–– Interconnectedness: We support
children’s connection with the natural

experiment with new ideas
–– Self Management: The skills of

world and their understanding of

independence and solution-focused

earth’s life support systems.

thinking are actively supported

–– Lifetime learning: Our children create

–– Creative Thinking: The habits of

their own knowledge through using

open-mindedness and flexible thinking

their curiosity and adventurousness.

are taught and reinforced.
–– Eco Literacy: Children are supported
to help them understand how nature
sustains life and are encouraged to
live accordingly.
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CONNECTIONS
The New Zealand Harakeke represents our very close
community, the intertwined threads of woven flax carry our
students through their learning experiences supporting them
as they navigate different pathways into adulthood. As our
students engage on a journey of learning that allows them
to experiment through their own investigations, they learn a
set of skills that prepare them for healthy adulthood.
At Matahui School, children experience life as a collaborative experience
where teachers facilitate their learning rather than dictate facts, and their social
connections to the community are strong and supportive. In turn, when they
are ready to leave Matahui School, children demonstrate independence,
emotional maturity, passion, creativity and resilience.
These outcomes are well evidenced by past pupils who have gone on to become
national sportspeople, university qualified health professionals, head boy/girl in
secondary schools, effective business people and successful parents (many of
whom bring their own children back to life at Matahui School). Matahui School
provides a well defined, caring, values based, environment for students and
their family and friends.

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Nestled amongst some of New Zealand’s tallest native trees, Matahui School,
it is such a hidden gem. Hands on learning experiences provide children with
real life opportunities to be creative and inquisitive. The teachers at Matahui
facilitate a range of activities that are engaging, encouraging students to step
out of their comfort zones, whether it be classroom activities or education
outside of the classroom through camps and day excursions. Matahui School
provides an alternative education philosophy where students are at the core
of every thing we do, they are the engineers of their own learning journey.
You are most welcome to visit any time…come and experience what our
school is all about.
Mary Woods – Principal
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MATAHUI SCHOOL
MOTTO:

SMALL

classesBIG
FUTURES

BE CREATIVE • Be Brave • BE
INNOVATIVE • THINK CRITICALLY
• Take Initiative • MAKE DECISIONS •
WORK AND CELEBRATE TOGETHER
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The Bittern is a native bird that is local to the
wetland area that neighbours Matahui School.
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MATAHUI SCHOOL VALUES /
WHANONGA PONO
Our School Values are embedded in everyday interactions at Matahui School.
Throughout the week, one particular value is reinforced through praise in the
class and in the playground. Every Friday afternoon during our community
assembly, one Matahui Student who has demonstrated the value during
the week is awarded the citizenship award. Our community assemblies are
just that...parents are part of our school community and are most welcome
to attend and celebrate the successes of the children at the same time gain
an insight to what the weeks learning has been about.

FANTAIL
FRIENDLINESS /
WHAKAHOAHOA

FALCON
OPTIMISM /
NGAKAU ROROTU

KIWI
PERSEVERANCE /
MANAWANUI
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MOREPORK
HONESTY /
PONO

KERURU
RESPECT /
WHAKAUTE

KEA
FORGIVENESS /
MURUA

TUI
COURAGE /
MAIA

ROBIN
EXCELLENCE /
HIRANGA

GREY WARBLER
HELPFULNESS /
AWHINA

N
M/
ROTU

KAKA
RESPONSIBILITY/
HAEPAPA

KINGFISHER
EMPATHY /
AROHA

KAKAPO
CO-OPERATION
/ MAHI TAHI

MATAHUI CURRICULUM
Our curriculum involves an interdisciplinary approach where core subjects
are integrated across disciplines to create relevant meaning for the student.
Students are able to connect their world, with the learning they are engaged
in, while immersed in hands on activities. Key understandings of concepts
provide complexity and depth while students are encouraged to think creatively,
collaborate with their peers and teacher, while experimenting and taking risks.
Multiple and emotional intelligence’s are intertwined through the Matahui School
curriculum. The habits of mind provide opportunities for students to identity
specific milestones and measure success.
The ultimate goal when students leave Matahui School is that they have
empathy for others and our environment and have the confidence to be
makers of change. Design learning is part of our curriculum focus, students
are encouraged to use the design thinking process while they are immersed
in their learning.
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Education

is not the filling
OF A VESSEL

but the

lighting

of a FIRE
– Aristotle
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KOWHAI CLASS
A journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step.
In Kowhai class we value and
celebrate individuality, empathy for
others, creativity, while having fun
and foster a love of learning. We
offer an individual approach as the
children transition to school from
preschool and the atmosphere is
friendly and welcoming.
Children feel safe and secure
enough in their new environment,
to take risks with their learning, to
be challenged while engaging in new
activities and encouraged to take a
big step in taking ownership of their
own learning. With a small class
size, teachers have the opportunity
to really connect with their
Kowhai children.
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Our students in Years 1 and 2
experience practical, hands-on
opportunities to develop their
strengths and talents. We have
designed the curriculum to get them
to think creatively, imaginatively
and perceptively about the world in
which they live.
We encourage our children to pose
questions, examine, analyse and
investigate as they focus on their
units of inquiry. Importantly, we also
ensure there are opportunities for
children to express their individuality
through play-based learning.
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PURIRI CLASS
Welcome to Puriri class: where the
children feel safe, nurtured, and
have fun.

This is how some of our Year 3 and 4 students
describe life in Puriri:
“I feel nice and warm at school” – Student
“I feel very, very safe” – Student

In Puriri class children learn to support each
other, empathize, lead, negotiate, listen,
and trade skills. These are competencies

“We have big buddies in Kauri class who work
with us; it is fun.” – Student

that not only create a valuable classroom

“We are kind and friendly to each other.”

culture but also follow students outside of

– Student

the classroom and into the real world.
Puriri students look forward to coming

“ In our class it is fun, crazy, happy, fantastic
and exciting.” – Student

to school each day; in fact parents often

“I love coming to school.”– Student

complain their children do not want to go

“We do lots of exciting science experiments

home at the end of the day! Because of the

and sometimes lolly Math.” – Student

children’s passion for school life, they fully
engage in the learning opportunities they
are given.

“I like using exciting words in my writing
and poetry.” – Student
“I like reading the cool stories we do at
reading time and we can sit outside to read.”
– Student
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POHUTUKAWA CLASS
The Pohutukawa tree is a beautiful, strong and resilient tree,
much like our year 5 and 6 students.
Our warm and nurturing class environment encourages students to take risks, to
be themselves and to strive towards their own learning goals while supported by
teachers, fellow students and our wider community.
“The kids are friendly and welcoming.” – Student
Our students are actively engaged in their learning; challenging themselves,
questioning, problem solving and being creative through a range of activities.
Our inquiry projects provide opportunities for students to build on previous
knowledge while gaining new information.
“There is a great balance of academic, adventure and creativity.”– Student
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KAURI CLASS
Students in Kauri class are welcomed into an environment where
they can realise and release their potential during Years 7 and 8.
Our classroom is centred around inquiry, where the teacher is the catalyst, providing
support to enable effective learning. Inquiry in Kauri class extends far beyond
the classroom.
Students have many wonderful opportunities to gain leadership, team-building
and experiential skills with a wealth of outdoor education experiences.
“Our school is chilled” – Student
“I like how our school is anti-bullying” – Student
Class:
–– “Learning feels like fun in our classroom” – Student
–– “We’re all involved, we’re sporty and active” – Student
–– “Our class is supportive of each other” – Student
–– “It is a very positive atmosphere” – Student
Leadership:
–– “Our leadership program is a positive way to get seniors to become leaders and
role models” – Student
–– “It is good that we leave this school and know our values” – Student
Throughout the Year 7-8 programme, our students are given numerous opportunities
to build resilience through an extensive outdoor education programme that they
undertake during the two years. The programme is largely made up of camps enabling
diversity in geographical location and content.
In Term One there are two special camps where students learn and develop their
leadership skills. In Term Four there are another two camps. The first camp comprises
an extended hike which is developing challenge-seeking and resilience. The second
camp is combined with the year 5 /6 class and gives our class an opportunity to use
their leadership skills to guide, mentor and support younger students.
As as result of these amazing outdoor experiences our students evolve into
confident, engaged teenagers who are prepared to try new things and challenge
themselves. People outside the school often comment that our Kauri students
are caring, respectful empathetic citizens who recognise, appreciate and
applaud individual difference.
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MATAHUI SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
All Kauri students are encouraged to engage in Matahui School’s leadership
programme that enables them to attain certification from Bronze through to Gold.
Each level requires students to achieve different steps which include activities at
school and at home.
Students begin this leadership journey when they enter year 7 and are supported
and encouraged by the broader community during each step of the process.
Previous projects have included fundraising, work for charities, and building and
improving aspects of the school environment. The skills the students learn through
this leadership programme prepare them for what lays ahead in their future.

Students learn much about themselves through
self discovery. They are challenged to reach their
potential through activities that take them out of their
comfort zone. The students become aware of success
and realise it is okay to fail, but are encouraged and

22

nurtured to persevere to gain success.

CARE AND WELLBEING
Teachers at Matahui School meet with all their families at the beginning of the
year and communicate on a regular basis throughout the year. Importantly, all our
teachers have an ‘Open Door Policy’ which means parents are welcome to visit the
classrooms and see learning in action at the beginning and end of each day.
Teachers update parents and communicate transparently about children’s
development in the school context. In addition, families are fully informed about
the curriculum focus and school visits and activities at the beginning of each term.
We view feedback between home and school as central to our students’ success.
In addition to the informal feedback, which occurs spontaneously throughout
the year, we also have two more formal feedback mechanisms. The first is our
‘Three Way Conferences’ where each teacher meets with the pupil and their family
to discuss progress in a way that includes the child’s voice. This occurs twice
yearly. The second feedback mechanism is our written Teacher’s Reports, which
comment on the child’s development across each of the multiple intelligences we
teach. These are produced at the end of Term Three.
In addition, the Board of Trustees and Principal host community meetings on a
regular basis to inform families of progress against the schools strategic direction.
Finally, there are a large number of family-led ‘get togethers’ which range from craft
groups and quiz nights to art auctions. Life at Matahui is as fulfilling for adults as it is
for the children!
Pause Breathe Smile
During 2019, Matahui school introduced the Mindfulness programme Pause
Breathe Smile.
Mindfulness is, in simple terms, the practice of giving our full attention to what is
immediately happening, within and around us, with an attitude of kindness and
interest. Pause Breathe Smile has been proven to alleviate stress and reduce
anxiety. The programme is a weekly addition to our programme at Matahui School.
Students learn core mindfulness practices such as:
–– mindful breathing
–– mindful eating
–– mindful movements
–– gratitude
–– kindness and compassion for self and others
–– emotional literacy and resilience
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NATURE CONNECTIONS
Matahui School is an active participant in the New Zealand Enviroschools
programme. We are always looking for ways to care and make our environment
sustainable. Through tree planting, recycling, having our own worm farm,
planting edible gardens and ‘walking the talk’ when it comes to sustainability,
we are endeavouring to make our environment a better place to work and play.
By exploring and discovering, students connect with the environment, and
experience how to make decisions and take action to improve the physical and
social environment of our places, our community and our world.

LEARNING CONNECTIONS
Extra curricular activities are a big part of student life at

Academic:

Matahui School. If there is an activity a student wishes

–– Drama

to engage in and we have not got it listed, we support

–– French

and encourage them to pursue their interest. We make

–– ICAS exams

this happen.

–– WBeet Maths
–– ePro8

Sports we currently offer:

–– Young Innovators Award

–– Basketball

–– Science Fair Regionals

–– Hockey

–– Inter School Problem solving

–– AIMS Games

–– Inter School Speeches

–– Volleyball

–– Future Problem Solving

–– Cross country
–– Interschool competitive and non competitive swimming

Cultural

–– Amazing Race

–– Marimba Music Festival

–– Inter-school athletics

–– Choir festival
–– Production
Leadership Opportunities
Every student has the opportunity to experience
leadership while at Matahui School. Our newly formed
student council gives students an opportunity to be
on the council for 1 term, then another student has
this opportunity. Student voice is very important
when developing new initiatives or making changes.
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GLOBAL CONNECTIONS
At Matahui, we encourage our children to experience

Matahui School is an ideal school for International students

and appreciate cultures and communities from multiple

to gain a real kiwi experience. The rural environment provides

perspectives. As part of this process, we provide students

a different aspect to learning opportunities. We are currently

with the opportunity to travel internationally (if their

developing relationships with Schools in China for short term

families and the school think the child is ready).

visits. Matahui School currently provides placements for
long term students from South Korea.

One example of maintaining global connection is our
biennial trip to Tahiti. This trip is accompanied by at

These visits and relationships between Matahui and other

least one of our teaching staff, and occurs as a result of

schools around the globe help teach our children about the

fundraising the children have undertaken. Students on

true meaning of diversity, inclusion, and culture. Another

the Tahiti trip live, speak, eat and stay with French families

example of our learning being ‘hands on’ and collaborative.

which brings alive the French lessons and cultural projects
they have been learning back at school.

INSPIRING
creativity
self esteem

and love of
LEARNING
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MUSIC
Matahui School is very fortunate to have Chrissy

“ Music for children is never music alone but music connected

Deschamps as our music teacher. Students have class

with movement, dance and speech, not to be listened to, but

music lessons each week and also have the opportunity

meaningful only in active participation “ – Carl Orff

to take part in the Marimba Festival, Music Festival,
and Kidsrock. A variety of instruments are used during

The Orff approach to music education is based on the work of

music sessions – marimbas, ukulele, recorder and many

Carl Orff and Gunild Keetman. Children learn through singing,

percussion instruments but the lessons involve more than

dancing and playing with musical material drawn from the

just learning to play these instruments.

imaginative and cultural world of the child.

Chrissy’s approach has come from a combination of

This means

classical music training, teacher training, the Yamaha

–

method, the Orff approach and life experience...with

– a unity between language, movement and music

the Orff approach best describing what happens in our

– nurturing expressive and creative musical behaviour

music lessons now.

– opportunities to create and improvise

inclusive and fun experiences for all

LEARNING

COMES
IN
ALL SHAPES
AND FORMS
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A VILLAGE
Matahui School has a very strong parent and grandparent community. Parents,
grandparents, aunties and uncles often provide transport to and from excursions,
help out with camps and our regular working bees, attend ‘Very Important Person
Day’ and are available when we need them. Parents and grandparents of the school
often attend the ‘end of week’ assembly to catch up on the learning happening
within the school.
Matahui School also has a strong Alumni, where past families stay in touch to share achievements in their
life beyond Matahui, and maintain friendships between families that grew from the Matahui years.
Fundraising ventures are an important part of school life at Matahui. Because our school community
is comprised of many resourceful and talented people, we have an interesting and wide variety of
fundraising events. Past examples range from Mud Runs to Mexican Fiestas, Quizz nights to Theatre
shows. Often parents have skills we can utilise and this is what makes the Matahui community a family.
Typical events involve fun, laughter, team-work and companionship between families.
Our Board Of Trustees comprise of a supportive and cohesive group of parents who have a collective
vision for Matahui School. They use a disciplined and well validated business model to lead the school,
and communicate this with the school community regularly throughout the year. We have used this
governance model since 1986 when the school was first founded. The Board of Trustees are very
connected to our parent/grandparent community.
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TESTIMONIES
Our child’s schooling has always been high on our

this transformation was obvious in his

priority list. So seeing him struggle in mainstream

first week here. The teaching staff are a

schooling and witnessing his creativity and love

large part of this transformation and the

for learning being crushed was very difficult to

values they instill in the children are clear

take as parents.

when visiting with the children displaying
obvious signs of empathy to one another.

We spent a lot of time researching schools

No child plays alone at this school.

up and down the country and knew we would
relocate our home when we found the right fit.

Two words sum up our experience of

After our first visit to Matahui and to hear so

Matahui thus far – Life changing.

many other families having had exactly the same

– Kelli and Scott Hutchison

type of experience with main stream schooling
only for it to be solved by attending this school
was heartening.
There is a real sense of community that extends
beyond the children themselves and it is no
wonder we heard stories of people enrolling at the
school before finding their family a permanent
home in the area such is the sense of this school
being the right one.
We have seen a very rapid and positive change
in our child since beginning at Matahui, he had
previously dreaded his days at school. His love
for learning has come back strongly and now
even asks to go to school during the holidays,

We moved to New Zealand from England in 2016 so I
have spent the last 3 years at Matahui School.
Now I have moved on to college which is much harder
work, I miss being at Matahui where learning was so much
fun you didn’t realise you were learning, but I must have
been because I am doing really well at my new school.
I miss lots of things, including being able to ride to
school on my pony Henry! I also miss not having to
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do homework!

I definitely miss knowing everybody and the
great friends that I made, although I do still meet
up with them.
I enjoyed the camps most of all and the games that we
did with Mr E before the end of school. Kayaking Lake
Tarawera was my favourite camp because of all the fun
activities that you get to do, and you get to do it twice.
My favourite outdoor experience was sleeping under
the stars, when we ran out of time to make it to the
Waitawheta hut; it was amazing.
– Ex student Henrietta Davenport
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INDIVIDUAL
TALENTS are

NURTURED
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HOW TO ENROL
Application
When you first visit Matahui, you will be asked to complete a Visitor Form this creates a simple record of your visit.
If you are interested in exploring Matahui further as a potential match for your
child, you can complete a Provisional Application Form. This form gives us some
more information about your family, and your child’s needs and has a nonrefundable processing fee.
Interview
Once we have received your Provisional Application, we invite you and your child
to an interview with the school principal. At the conclusion of the meeting, if you
would like to continue, you can ask to submit an enrollment application.
Because we teach from a holistic perspective (ie we focus on the Whole Child)
the enrolment form explores multiple aspects of your child’s development.
Once this form is submitted (with a non refundable processing fee) the Principal,
a Board member and the relevant teacher meet to decide if Matahui is the best
match and has the appropriate space and resources for your child’s needs.
Offer
If there is a suitable match between your family values, your child’s needs,
our philosophy, and our teaching availability, we may offer your child a place.
If however, we do not have the appropriate resources or space to meet your
child’s needs we will advise that we are unable to proceed with the enrolment.
We will notify you of our decision within seven days.
Acceptance
If a place is offered to your child, we ask you to confirm your acceptance in
writing via signing the Enrolment Declaration and Agreement, and pay the first
terms fee in advance. Bus transport, uniforms, and start dates will be arranged
at this point.
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THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW
Stationary
As part of the school fees, all stationary is supplied by Matahui School.
Students can bring in their own pens, pencils etc in a pencil case so things
are kept together.
Uniforms
The Matahui School uniform can be purchased from the Uniform Store on
Elizabeth Street in Tauranga. www.matahuischool.nzuniforms.com
Transport
We currently run a bus service from Tauranga to Waihi.
Please see separate information in the enrolment pack.
Bell Times
School starts at 8.55 am and concludes at 3.05pm
10.30am-10.55am – Morning tea
12.30pm-1.20pm – Lunch
Visit us
You are more than welcome to come for a visit. Every term we have
designated open days where you can see us in action.
Please check the website for more information. www.matahui.school.nz
Or you can arrange a time by phoning the school office.
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CONTACT US
07 552 0655
Matahui School
117 Matahui Road, Katikati Bay of Plenty 3181 (RD4)
office@matahui.school.nz
www.matahui.school.nz
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